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Featured product: ios

Designed for a modern life 
We are proud to present ios, an ultra contemporary, rimless freestanding bath. Designed for the very latest city apartments 
and en suites where beauty is an absolute necessity and space is at a premium. Meticulously hand crafted from ENGLISHCAST®, 
a mixture of volcanic limestone and resin which can be painted for a bespoke � nish. Warm to the touch and incredibly strong, the  
ios looks stunning and carries a 25 year warranty, maintaining Victoria +  Albert at the forefront of bathroom innovation. 

For further details visit: www.vandabaths.com/ios
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Artifacts bathroom faucet 
collection from Kohler is 
available in three spouts 
and handles, as well as five 
finishes, including chrome, 
polished nickel, brushed 
nickel, brushed bronze, and 
oil-rubbed bronze.
KOHLER.COM
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From Creative Home’s 
Spa Hand Carved bath 
amenity set is a natural, 
champagne-colored marble 
accessory set suitable for 
any bath or vanity area. 
CREATIVEHOME-EVCO.COM 
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With a metal handle that 
allows for single-function 
operation and ease of 
temperature control, 
Speakman Company’s 
Universal Valve Trim is 
available in round and 
square options, as well 
as polished chrome and 
brushed nickel finishes. 
SPEAKMANCOMPANY.COM
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With an acrylic interior 
and an exterior finished 
with either copper 
or nickel (pictured), 
Sawyer from Americh 
is a slightly angled, 
freestanding tub that 
holds up to 80 gallons of 
water. 
AMERICH.COM
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3form’s Chroma, a colorful, luminous, 
and durable material, comes in more 
than 10,000 colors and is made from 
38-percent recycled content. The 
Chroma tabletop can be adjusted to 
specific dimensions with two corner 
options—radius and chamfer—and two 
edge options, renewable matte and 
polished. 
3-FORM.COM
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The freestanding Victoria + 
Albert’s Wessex tub is shown with 
white Englishcast feet, and a blend 
of limestone and high-performance 
resins that make it energy efficient and 
naturally insulated. The tub is durable 
and stain resistant and the exterior allows 
for personalization with faux finishes or 
custom paint jobs.  
VANDABATHS.COM
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